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Geopolymer and archaeology 



3 Parts

1) Contribution of LTGS (Low Temperature Geopolymeric Setting) 

in the development of Tiwanaku/Pumapunku. 

2) The hypothesis on the transfer of artificial geopolymer stone 

Technologies from Tiwanaku/Pumapunku to Easter Island 

statues.

3) Efficient use of geological knowledge. 

    3 examples from our present research: 

        - red sandstone, weathered raw material, 

        - volcanic andesite, natural volcanic sand.

        - volcanic tuf in Easter island, sandy tuf.
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1980, I had met a Peruvian anthropologist, Francisco Aliaga from the 
National Institute of Culture in Huankayo, Peru. He had met ancient 
Peruvian artisans who made delicate objects in stone using an ancient 
technique that consisted of softening stone by using plant extracts. 

According to him, in the stories told by the native Peruvians, the 
builders of the megalithic fortresses of Sacsayhuaman near Cuzco had 
used a traditional technique that made the rock malleable by 
incorporating plant extracts (I know now that these are organic acids). 



Fabrication of Stone Objects, by 

Geopolymeric Synthesis, in the 

Pre-Incan Huanka Civilization, 

Peru by Joseph Davidovits and 

Francisco Aliaga
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Easter Island: Vinapu wall
AD 900 ?

2016



Tiwanaku AD 600-650Easter Island AD 850-950

TiwanakuVinapu wall

Does same architecture means same geopolymer technology ?
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….. global approach and to integrate the different 
knowledge acquired in the fields 

       of anthropology and archaeology 

on the one hand, 

        and chemistry on the other.

      It seems to me that finding satisfactory answers in only 
one single discipline does not allow us to understand and 
explain the adventure of Homo sapiens forced to live under 
extreme environmental conditions like those in the 
Altiplano. 



1) Contribution of LTGS (Low Temperature 

Geopolymeric Setting in Ceramics)

5th edition

Chapter 14: Phosphate-based in acidic medium

Chapter 15: Organo-mineral geopolymer

  What are the geopolymer science topics that will help 
us understand the history of Andean civilizations and the 
development of the Tiwanaku/Pumapunku civilisation ? 

Chapter 25: Geopolymers in ceramic processing

2) Contribution of Phosphate-based /

organic-acid-based geopolymer binders.



Kero beaker (AD 500)

Thick-walled bowl (until AD 400).

Multicolored red tazon bowl (AD 
500), thin-walled and very strong 
LTGS (geopolymer type) ceramic

Museo Nacional de Arqueología 
Tiwanaku, La Paz, (2017) 

There is no text, nothing 
engraved in Stela



LTGS allows the production of a solid ceramic at a temperature 

between 400°C and 600°C, compatible with the quality and availability 

of the fuel and fireplaces used in the Altiplano. It is known that the 

combustibles were camelid dung (llama, alpaca, etc.), grasses and 

other shrubs from the savannah. Normally, under these conditions, 

only vulgar "terracotta" is manufactured, the firing temperature being 

less than 600°C. 

A recent study conducted by M. L. Sidoroff, (2019), reproduced the 

experimental conditions when firing pottery with camelid (dromedary) 

dung in arid desert conditions in Jordan. Her team only obtained an 

average maximum temperature of 596°C for 10 firings. This is a 

relatively low temperature because the ceramics are made in an open 

fire (bonfire), like a garden fire.



The LTGS technology is of two types: 

1) addition of alkaline reagent, generally natron salt, 

(sodium carbonate), Kali (potassium carbonate) mixed with 

lime and water, to provide caustic soda NaOH, caustic KOH, 

geopolymerisation in alkaline milieu;

2) addition of acid reagent, usually phosphoric acid and 

oxalic acid obtained by the reaction between an organic acid 

extracted from plants (acetic acid/vinegar, lactic acid, citric acid) 

and guano (calcium phosphate, calcium/ammonium oxalate), or 

bone powder (calcium phosphate hydrate), geopolymerisation 

in acidic milieu. 



From LTGS ceramics, Pumapunku/Tiwanaku artisans were able to 

extrapolate and invent technologies for the manufacture of 

geopolymeric rock blocks and structures.

Red Geopolymer Sandstone 
100-180 metric tonnes

Grey Geopolymer Andesite stone 
impossible to carve



What is the connexion with Easter Island ?

From whom came the knowledge ?  When? 

How did it happen? 



AD 800-850. 
Pumapunku / Tiwanaku political unrest,


Revolution ? Sacked temples



AD 800-850
Priests are forced to go into exile: where?
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The Chilean archaeologist Mauricio Uribe, from the Universidad de Chile 
in Santiago, published an article in 2004 entitled: “Tiwanaku ceramics and a 
jar from the Azapa Valley (Arica, Norte Grande, Chile)”. 
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Why did they go to sea? 
An order from the sun god?
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How and by whom were the statues built? 

Rano Raraku volcano



Contact with the 
Mapuches / Chile
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Interior of the Rano Raraku volcano with some planted statues.

Do we have scientific analysis? 



New excavations in Easter Island's statue quarry: Soil fertility, site 
formation and chronology, Sherwood, et al., 2019, Journal of Archaeological 
Science, 111 (2019) 104994. 

Interior of the Rano Raraku volcano, its pond, the locations of the 
statues, place (arrow) where Sherwood, et al. carried out their study. 



Abnormally high amounts of chemical elements. 



Pages 11-12: “(...) The phytolith assemblages throughout the profile are 

dominated by palms (up to higher than 70%) (...) The large to very large 

amounts of palm phytoliths throughout the entire profile could seem in 

disagreement with the coincident low pollen values for this plant (…).”

- Phytholites are natural mineral elements made of silica that are 

generally found in the fibres of certain plants, in this case, the 

palm tree. 

- Since there is no significant trace of pollen, this means that in the 

soil of the volcano, no palms were growing nearby, but that palm 

extracts, such as palm sap and/or palm ash, have been brought 

in from outside in large quantities, carrying their SiO2 phytoliths. 



Water was available on site together with disintegrated 

volcanic tuff , only the chemical elements needed to be added, 

i.e., organic acids from the maceration of palm sap, guano as 

a reaction hardener (calcium phosphate and calcium oxalate), 

palm wood ash (C-14 dating + potassium carbonate and the 

SiO2 phytoliths), plus other minerals to be determined. 

We now possess all information to describe how the mixing of the 

“geopolymer concrete" took place inside the volcano. 

This geopolymeric stone paste was then transported in baskets to 

the statue construction site on the outskirts of the volcano. 

This recent scientific paper provides us with evidence that the Easter 

Islanders may well have used geopolymer chemistry to build their 

statues. 
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Ahu Tongariki

Gisèle Hyvert, UNESCO Report in 1973.



barrel-shaped fossilized micro-organisms (bacteria)

Do we have scientific analysis? 



Conclusion 

Efficient use of geological knowledge. 

I have presented the results of the preliminary research 

undertaken on the scientific data available, and often 

misinterpreted. They show the inter-relationship between 

South-America and Easter Island 
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PART 2: 
Efficient use of geological knowledge. 

3 examples from our present research: 

        - red sandstone, weathered raw material, 

        - volcanic andesite, natural volcanic sand.

        - volcanic tuff in Easter island, sandy tuf.



(Na,K,Ca)-(ferro-sialate)-geopolymer cement

2017
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Quebrada de Kausani



Quebrada de Kausani
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Chununi
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Cerro Amarillani



Cerro Amarillani



Callamarca  (Kallamarka)



Kalla Marka



Kalla Marca

Chununi
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Kalla Marka



VIDEO

Kalla Marka

weathered 
kaolinitized 
sandstone



Andesite (volcanic)

(organic acids-phosphate)-based geopolymer cement



Cerro Khapia: andesite blocks





then, crossed the lake on rafts, landing at Iwawe and transported 
by land to Tiwanaku.



many quadrangular volcanic blocks, the famous "piedras 

cansadas”, the tired stones, which are still lying on both sides of 

the lake Titicaca: 

a) Kanamarca / Peru b) Iwawe / Bolivia 

Piedras cansadas, the work of the Incas, 800 years later, AD 1400 



ABSTRACT

…………..

To make geopolymer andesite stone, around AD 600 to AD 700, the 

builders had transported an andesite stony material having the 

consistence of natural volcanic sand from the Cerro Khapia volcano 

site, and added an organo-mineral geopolymer binder manufactured with 

local biomass ingredients.

J. Davidovits and F. Davidovits / Geopolymer and Archaeology (2020) 36-43



For the making of their andesite geopolymer monuments, 

they did not need to crush andesite rock. 

Excavations at 
Iwawe / Bolivia 

Isbell & 
Burkholder, 

(2002)

Andesite volcanic sand in Stratum  V at a depth of 1m60 
dated to AD 600, time of the construction in Tiwanaku/

Pumapunku.



exploited a natural volcanic andesite sand from the volcano Cerro 
Khapia, transported and stored it at the shore village of Iwawe,



Chemamülles  
Rano Raraku volcano

Maoi Ahu Tongariki 

Thor Heyerdahl 1987 

Nicolas Cauwe: “In these places, 
underground, at the construction 

level, I found enormous quantities of 
tuff dust-sand”.



Conclusion 

Efficient use of geological knowledge. 

These 3 examples from our present research: 

        - red sandstone, weathered raw material, 

        - volcanic andesite, natural volcanic sand.

        - volcanic tuff in Easter island, sandy tuf.

demonstrate our claims: we do not crush the natural stones

but look at the availability of loose, easy to work with, 

geological materials. 



2021

- Luis Huaman, PhD student 

on geology

Discussion

- Ralph Davidovits, scientist 

on geopolymer science



They came 
from America 

to build 
Easter Island

July 2021

First published in French. Spanish and 
English translations are available. Search for 

qualified publishers.
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